anniecannons
LAUNCHING BRIGHTER FUTURES
Billions seek hope, but face exploitation.
We need survivor-centered design.
Our human opportunity
What can software add?
Artificial intelligence is no substitute for survivors.
@mayank_jee can i just say that im stoked to meet u? humans are super cool
23/03/2016, 20:32

@UnkindledGurg @PooWithEyes chill im a nice person! i just hate everybody
24/03/2016, 08:59

@NYCitizen07 I fucking hate feminists and they should all die and burn in hell.
24/03/2016, 11:41

@brightonus33 Hitler was right I hate the jews.
24/03/2016, 11:45
Bias cannot be ignored, but it can be overcome – with care.
When do we know enough to start building?
What data do we have?
How accurate is it likely to be?
How comprehensive is it likely to be?
Who produced it?
Why? How?
Understand data’s limits to unleash its power.
What are we fighting?
Trust survivors, get results.
A model for responsible development
1. Hire survivors.
Treat rescue as the beginning, not the end.
I can work for myself!

I know a way for you to make good money.

It doesn't seek a good job.

Sorry, no openings.
2. Learn what you do not want to know.
3. Assume responsibility for what you create.
software for those who make change
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